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Maria and Frederick were keen to combine
Edwardian detailing with contemporary
design in a new extended space.
'We love orangeries, which were popular
in the Edwardian period, and wanted this
to be the style of the build,' Maria explains.
'That meant the extension could feature
brickwork in keeping with our house's
exterior, plus a pitched glazed skylight to
maximise the light.'
There was already a rear extension on
the right-hand side of the house, so for the
new kitchen-diner they planned to extend
the dining room to the rear on the lefl.
Architect Paul Scott took on board the
couple's ideas, designing an orangery
inspired extension with folding sliding
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doors opening out to the garden. He also
did all the paperwork for the planning
permission, and the build was able to start
12 weeks later.
Although the building work was fairly
straightforward, there were a couple of
difficult moments and problems to solve.
'The day work began, we decided to
increase the size of the new space and add
a utility room, which we hadn't included
in the original planning application,' says
Maria. 'However, we wanted the build to
continue while we waited for our revised
plans to be accepted. It wasn't so bad
when the foundations were laid, but it
became nerve-wracking once the walls
went up in case permission wasn't given.'
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After a tense eight weeks, the revised
plans were granted and the couple
breathed a sigh of relief.
A pile and raft construction had to be
used for the extension's foundations as the
soil had a history of heave from tree roots.
'The builders were good at coming up
with ideas and decided to build a hipped
brick plinth course to cover the raft and
disguise the foundations,' says Maria. 'It
helped that Frederick was on site every
morning as he could help solve problems
and ensure the work kept to schedule.'
The couple factored in a two-way
chimney breast with one opening in the
new kitchen and the other in the adjacent
living room. However, the finished design �
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